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The Magnet

I expect that the passing of

FAREWELL BELOVED
CHAPLAIN

Fa ther Edward T. Connors
Father Connors will bring the
died on January 28th at 10:45
grea test volume of mail The
P.M. But more than a priest
Octofoil has ever received so
died in Worcester. It may have
I'll keep this short.
been an epoch. For he epitomizThe following quotation must
ed every quality you desired in
ha ve been wri tten wi th our
a priest. He was the most humbeloved Father Connors in
ble man I ever met. All of the
mind.
men of the 9th were close to
"GREATNESS IS NOT
him. Yet with all that intimacy,
FOUND IN POSSESSIONS,
I never heard him called
POWER, POSITION OR
anything but "Father". It takes
PRESTIGE. IT IS FOUND IN
a whole life to make a hero. The
HUMILITY. SERVICE AND
demands of true courage and
CHARACTER."
unfailing integrity are made in
Our world would be so much
the living out of our vocational
better if we all would but take a
destiny in the existence of
few pages out of his book.
every day life. The man that
Always the right word for the
never falters or stumbles in
occasion, wit, compassion or
that pursuit is the true hero.
just a nod or friendly smile. My
Such a man was our beloved Fr.
life, and I'm sure that of many
Connors. On Thursday.
others has been enriched by
January 30th, Fr. Connors'
this great man of God. I could go
body. ~ white robed figure
on and on with praise but it will
resting on a cushion of red
a 11 be said many times over and
velvet, lay in state in the Imover so I would like to say tha t
maculate Conception Church in
as we pray for Father Ed and
Worcester. During the day a
mourn his death let us also
continual procession filed by
thank God for the many years
the bier. Some genuflected to
we were blessed by having him
him. Almost all touched his
with us. If ever anyone had a
hand, some first· pressing their
prepaid space in heaven it was
fingers to their lips. Others patFather Ed.
ted his hand gently. I saw one
Though "THE MAGNET" is
old gentleman stand at attenno longer with us I sincerely
tion and give him a CTisp salute'
hope those of us who can 'will
before passing on. But the most
continue the annual pilgrimage
touching of all was the young
to Worcester to honor our 14581
man who raised the hem of
comrades lost in battle, .- those
Father's garment to his lips
who have been called since and
and gently placed it back. Such
a bove all to thank God for givwas the outpouring of love to
ing us "The Magnet", Father
him who had given so untiringly
Edward T. Connors. may he
of himself. The 7:00 P.M. wake
rest in peace.
service was said by Fr.
15th Engrs. A Co
McKiernan, pastor of the ImHENRY SANTOS
maculate Conception Church.
Dear Rev. Ed: Thanks for a
Fr. Paul O'Connell delivered
life dedicated to God and counthe eulogy. His words spoke of
try and to your family, the men
Fathers love of God, country
of the 9th Infantry Division. Orand fellowman. As I left the
dained in 1931. Athletic director
church I knew I looked for the
of many parochial schools in
last time on the face of my
Massachusetts, he had a
beloved Chaplain.
special enthusiasm for athletes
The funeral Mass was
and their teams. In 1942 he
celebrated on Friday morning
entered the Army and "Conat 11:00 AM. The church was
nors Coffee Shop" became
filled to capacity with clergy.
famous as a place where all
dignitaries, parishoners and
soldiers, officers and enlisted
friends. A group of 9th division
men could get a strong cup of
people were sea ted with
coffee. In battle. his heroism
General Westmoreland.
was as great as Father Duffy's.
The Mass was concelebrated
He received medals galore. He
by many priests and Bishop
rescued a soldier from "No
Timothy Harrington was the
man's land" through a mine
principal celebrant. Monsignor
field that was considered Thomas Daley delivered the
suicidal to cross. His
homily. I believe he captured
ecumenical attitude was the
the essence of Father when he
greatest.
When Jewish
said, "He had the unique gift of
Chaplain Tepper was wounded
making each individual,
and dying in a battle field in
regardless of his station in life,
France. he asked Father Con- feel important." After the
nors for his blessing before he
funeral Mass. Conners Coffee
died, not absolution. He died a
Shop was opened for the last
strong, dedicated Jew, but time. All present were treated
wanted Father Connors' bless- to a huge buffet. This had been
ing so you see, we can all pray arranged at Father's request.
together. The Father was a
Internment was at St. Patricks
close friend of Gen. West- cemetery in Whitinsville. A
m oreland. When he returned to group of 9th division men were
Worces tel' after the war,
asked to stand at the head of the
Father Connors started his reu- coffin. Tom Boyle and Fran
nions with his 9th division com- Maher had the honor of folding
rads, with his famous Memorial the flag that covered the coffin
Services and Mass. The men of and presenting it to Monsignor
the 9th shall never forget Daley. Farewell beloved
Father Connors, the GREEN Chaplain. When the last call
COLOl't'EL! May God Bless.
comes for us, as it's sure to do.
we'll all be together, comrades
-17 Inf. G & Hq. Co. 2nd Bn
tried and true.
JEROME SHAPIRO
Ronald Murphy

I

Taps Sounded

HE IS JUST AWAY!,

I cannot and I will not say
That he is dead-he is just away!
With a cheery smile and wave of the hand
He has wandered into an unknown land.
And left us dreaming how very fair
It needs must be since he lingers there.

And you-Oh, you, who the wildest yearn
For the old-time step and the glad return.
Think of him faring on, as dear
In the love There as the love of Here.
Mild and gentle as he was brave When the sweetest love of his life he gave.
To simple things: Where the violets grew
Blue as the eyes they were likened to.
The touches of his hand have strayed
As reverently as his lips have prayed.
When the little brown thrush that harshly chirped
Was as dear to him as the mocking bird.
And he pitied as much as a man in pain
A little honey bee wet with rain.
Think of him still as the same, r sayHe is not dead-he is just AWAY!
-James Whitcomb Riley.

*****
It was with the deepest regret

we learned of the death of Fr.
Connors. We do thank you for
the phone call and were truly
sorry we could not go to
Worcester for the services. All
of us in the 9th organization
were privileged to know him
over the years and fel t a keen
a dmira tion for his grea t

character and ability. His personal contacts with so many of
the men of the 9th inspired and
uplifted them. He has left us all
\-vith a feeling of warm admiration and respect. Enclosed find
a donation in memory of our
beloved friend. Fr. Connors.
60th Inf 1st Bn

REV. RALTON SPEERS
5 Patricia Ave.
Albany, N.V. 12203

Jan Feb 1986

Reverend
Edward T. Connors
:\la~' He Rest in Peace

On Wednesday. January"').
1986 Fr. Connors was c:1ed
from us to report to his
Supreme Commander. He
dedicated himself to his friends
and parishioners, and to his
familv. as he often called the
members of the Ninth Infantry
Division. He was steadfast to
his Fai th in God and to His
teachings.
He received his final farewell
on Friday, January 31. You
should have been there for it
was a beautiful ceremony. His
Mass was celebrated by Bishop
Harrington. Former curates at
Immacula te along wi th Fr.
Rowan assisted Bishop Harrington. The regular Parish
choir was at its best. About 100
priests from the Diocese of
Worcester were present. All
wore the traditional white
surplice. Throughout the Mass
these priests sang hymns along
with the choir. It was beautiful!
All mourners who arrived at
the church after 10:45 a.m. had
to stand. All pews were filled to
capacity. The side aisles and
the rear of the church looked as
though they were threatening
safety regulations. His body
was interred in the cemetery in
Whitinsville along side of his
mother and father.
I do not know who the Priests
were who were mentioned to
carry out Father's last 'Nill and
test~ment. It was so unusual.
Father Connors had a request
in his will that caused some
concern among the priests.
The Army traveled on its
stomach. G.I.'s were always
eating. Fr. Connors always had
plenty of food on hand every
. November when the troops
were called to Worcester. So, on
his death bed, he wanted
evervone who attended his
fune~al to be fed. As the Mass
was coming to a close a priest
told of Father's request and invited everyone up to the center.
Bv this time it was about
12:45 p.m. and people do get
hungry. It did not take long for
the center to be filled. The
guests were treated to a buffet
lunch consisting of chicken ala
king, rice pilaf. green beans.
rolls and butter. delicious Connors coffee and small eclairs
for dessert. More than 500 took
part in this last supper.
Father Connors is gone. He
will never be forgotten by any
man, woman. or child who had
the pleasure of knowing him.
Fa ther. we hope tha t when we
are called. your family will be
united with you in Heaven, as
we were united with you since
most of us met you in the woods
in Tebessa.
Good Bve. Father Connors.
.
,Joseph M~K.~J1zie
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One of the first things you
notice about those "backward"
countries is that children are
still obeying their parents.

Jan Feb 1986

Ever notice how some people
have a certain electricity? It's
because everything they own is
charged.

THE MEMORIAL fUND OF
THE :JTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
Scholarship Information
The Memorial Fund of the Ninth Infantry Division Association
was established by the members of the association to commemorate
the memory of their comrades who paid the supreme sacrifice in
battle. As a part of this fund the association established a scholarship
program. Scholarships are awarded each year to relatives of men who
served in The Ninth Infantry Division. Each scholarship is for one
r~ar.

ELIGIBILITY FOR SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION
A person who wishes to apply for a scholarship must be related to
a man who served with The Ninth Infantry Division. Children of
former members of the division will be given ftrst consideration, but
children of men killed in combat given first preference. Applicants
who are not children of former members of the division will not be
considered unless no child of a former member qualifies.
APPLICAnON PROCEDURE
The following procedures must be followed by those wishing to
ar:,ly for the scholarships:
1. Send a letter of application, written in expository form, to the
chairman of the scholarship committee stating the following:
name, address, age, and sex of the applicant; name, address, and
occupation of the applicant's parents or guardians; the name and
address of the secondary school the applicant is attending or has
attended and graduated; the name and address of the college the
applicant expects to attend; the vocational goal of the applicant;
and the name of and degree of relationship to a former member of
the division. The unit and dates of service in the division of the
former member must be included.
2. A transcript of the applicant's high school record must be included
with the letter of application. The transcript must include at leaST
the first seven semesters of the applicant's record.
3. The applicant must have a cOlmselor or principal of the high
school, he or she is attending write a letter of recommendation to
the chairman of the scholarship committee.
4. The applicant must take the PSAT whicu is given every October.
The applicant must see that the results of the PSAT are sent to the
chairman of the scholarship committee. These results may be
included with the high school transcript or sent to the chairman
from the College Entrance Examination Board. The SAT of the
CEEB may be submitted in lieu of the PSAT.
5. THE APPLICATION MUST BE SENT TO THE CHAIRMAN OF
THE SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE BY MARCH IS. Applications
received after March IS will not be considered.
6. All applicants must accept the decision of the Scholarship
Committee as fmal.
7. Information to determine financial need will be requested by the
Scholarship Committee after the applications have been considered.
8. Recipients of the scholarships may apply for renewal of the

scholarship each year, A CQpy Qf the student's college grades, a
financial statement, and a letter requesting renewal of the
scholarship should be sent to the chairman by March 15.
9. All applications must be sent to: John ,J: ClOUse!1 S.cholarship
Chairman, Ninth Infantry Division Association. Rt. 4 Box SOA
CrystaI River, FI. 32629.

_

_.c

_

Send Reservations for Rooms DirectIv to H 0 t e )
.i

Radisson E Plaza Hotel Nashville
TW.o Commerce Place
NashVille, Tennessee 37239

DON'T FORGET _
MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
PAYABLE TO RADISSON PLAZA HOTEL
NASHVILLE
DO NOT SEND CURRENCY.

9th Infantry Division Association
1986 Annual Convention
DATES June 26-28 1986
ALL REQUESTS FOR THE ABOVE GROUP MUST BE RECEIVED BY MAY 28, 1986
'
Please reserve accommodations for
NAME--:-:-::-:----

Print or Type

COMPANY

LAST

FIRST

--------------

ADDRESS
CITY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SHARING ROOM WITH

STATE

ZIP CODE

NO. OF PERSONS

_

-----

NO. OF ROOMS

SIGNATURE

_

PHONE NUMBER

MONTH

OAY

YEAR

ARRIVAL TIME

MONTH

ARRIVAL DATE

DAY

YEAR

CHECK IN TIME

3:00 PM

CHECK OUT TIME

1:00 PM

DEPARTURE DATE

ACCOMMODATIONS WILL NOT BE CONFIRMED WITHOUT A CHECK FOR THE 1st NIGHT'S DEPOSIT OR USE YOUR AMEX OR
DINERS CLUB CREDIT CARD # TO GUARANTEE YOUR RESERVATION. YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR THE 1st NIGHT IF RESERVATIONS ARE NOT CANCELLED 48 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL.
CREDIT CARD#

:--:AMEX

:-~DINERs CLUB

~'JVISA

:::JMASTERCARD EXPIRATION DATE

(PLEASE CHECK ONE)

Single Occupancy
Double Occupancy
Additional Person
ARRIVING BY

$55.00
$55.00
$15.00

PLEASE CHECK PREFERRED ACCOMMODATIONS
One Bedroom Suite
$250.00
Two Bedroom Suite
$325.00
C~ub Suite
$110.00-$130.00

AIRLlNES

FLIGHT #

AUTO

E.T.A.

IF RATE REQUESTED IS NOT AVAILABLE. NEAREST AVAILABLE RATE WILL BE ASSIGNED. THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL $15.00 CHARGE FOR THE
THIRD OR FOURTH OCCUPANT IN EACH ROOM. RATES ARE SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES. NO CHARGE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 18 OCCUPYING THE SAME ROOM AS PARENTS.
170-221

These rates will apply four days before and four days after the convention.

Jewish War

Advance Registration for Reunion
June 26, 27, 28. 1986 Reunion
The Ninth Infantry Division
Nashville. TN.

Veterans
Please announce to your participants that the Jewish War
Veterans, U.S.A. National
Memorial. Inc. is actively seeking copies of service records.
decorations. citations, photographs, and other writings
relating to the military service
with United States and its allies
of men and women of Jewish
Faith for insertion in our National Archives on a permanent
basis.
The archives are under the
supervision of Col. S. J.
Pomrenze (Ret.) former Chief
Archivist of the United States
Army. We are also interested in
donations of memorabilia such
as medals. weapons. uniforms,
artifacts. etc.. in connection
with the museum maintained
by us in Washington. The
Memorial is chartered bv an
act of Congress and is an IRS C
(3) Corporation for which contributions are tax deductible.
We will certainly provide any
individuals who have an interest; such further information as they may ask. and we
thank you for your coopera tion
in calling this to the attention of
the participants at your reunion.
We wish you best of luck and
sincerely hope tha t you will
have a pleasant and fruitful
time.

Pre-Registration will be used for the 41st Annual Reunion and it
is requested that everyone use this procedure which should
make it much easier for you and the registration committee.
Your check or money order should be Sf"nt as early as possible tn
Secretary Daniel Quinn. 412 Gregory Avenue. Weehawken. ~ .. J.
070R7.

Make payable to: 9th Infantry Division Reunion.
Strip tickets will be $46.00 per person includes: Registration.
Thursday night Welcoming party. Friday night at the Grand Ole
Opry (and transportation) and Saturda.v evening Ranquet.
Name
Unit
Address
Guests
Deadline for Advance Registration will be June 1fl.1 !}Sfi.
Refunds will be made to those who an unable to aHem) the reunion and the cut off date for refunds will be June I;). ]!}Sfl.

REQUEST FOR SPACE IN REUNION SOUVENIR
PROGRAM BOOK
Full Page $50.00
Half Pagt> $:~O.OO
Quarter Page $20.00
Eighth Page $10.00
Rooster Ads $2.00 name and unit
Please make checks payable to !)th Infantn Division Association (9th Inf. Div. Asso. is acceptable) and se'nd together with Ad
copy to. The Reunion publicity and Program Rook Chairman:
Elmer Wagner
2R33 Hotchkiss Rd.
Ray City. MI 4R706
Rooster and ad deadline is May fl. 1!)S6.

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Dan Quinu, National SecretGry. 9th Infantry Divisioil Assn.
412 Gregory Ave.• Weehawken, New Jersey rflfJlfl

Enclosed pie. . firxt dues for:

Name

Serial No

.

Street Address

Nothing ages you quicker
than trying to save money for
old age.
Many a spouse worships the
ground you walk on ... until you
track it into the house.
If )'ou are planning on moving
fol"asf' notify the secretar.' of
y Olar new address. It wtH sa H
p9slage and keep you on thf

OClofoil mailing list.

.

City
Zone
State
.
I was a member of:
Battery
; Company
, Regiment
; 9th Div
I wish to sign up for the followil1l:
Regular Member,.per year
$5.00 0
Donation Memorial SCholarship Fund
_. . . . . . . . . .. 0
THREE-YEAR MEMBER
$13.00 0
Life Membenhip
$50.00 0
~' AuxiliarY. Member
,
,
$ 2.00 0
Please credit the followiDg ebapter:
Philly-DeJaware"ValIey
0
Greater N~ York
0
Illinois
0
WasbingtGD, D.C.
0
New E~

0

Flor)da

0

M.ic~

0

T H·. OCTO' 0 I L

Speaker at Reunion

NASHVILLE'S
ATTRACTIONS & AMBIANCE

Over seven million visitors
come to "Music City, USA"
every year and are counted
among the top ten metropolitan
tourist destinations in the country. The Grand Ole Opry entertains 4,400 persons at each of
the several performances given
every weekend year-round. The
Hermitage, plantation home of
Andrew Jackson, is among the
three most visited Presidential
homes in the country. The Parthenon, the world's only exact
replica of the ancient Grecian
temple, exemplifies our title as
"Athens of the South"
-originally given for our 16 colleges and unviersities. A host of
fine restaurants, including five
with 4 - Star ratings, can be enjoyed by your members, and
outstanding entertainment
abounds in clubs, lounges and
hotels throughout the city.
LOCATION - ACCESSIBILITY
VALUE-ATTENDANCE

Lindsev Nelson
For the past months the Reu~ion Committee has been hard at
work on the plans for the 1986 Reunion. They left no stone unturned in their efforts to provide our members with a great time
and a memorable reunion. The last unfinished piece of business
was the selection of a guest speaker. The committee contacted
Lindsev Nelson to see if his busy schedule would permit him to
be the' speaker at the banquet. As usual, Lindsey was very
cooperative and said that he would be honored to be able to address his old comrades in arms. Lindsey was especially thrilled
because in 1986 we are meeting in his native state of Tennessee.
When it comes to the Ninth Division, Lindsey always put out
100%, he is always willing to assist the Association in any way he
can. Sometimes he is hard put to keep his commitments to the
Association. One year when he was announcer for the New York
Mets Lindsev was scheduled to speak at a reunion in New York.
The Mets w~re playing at Philadelphia, as luck would have it. the
ga me went into extra innings. When the last out was made Landsev made a mad dash for the train station to catch a train for
N~w York. He arrived at the banquet about ten minutes before
he was scheduled to speak. When Lindsey stepped up to the mike
that night, he was calm, cool and composed. He showed no sign
of the frantic effort he had made to keep his commitment to the
"Old Reliables". Incidently his talk that night was a gem.
Lindsey served with the Ninth from those day at Bragg until
after "V-'E DAY". Very few men spent that much time with the
Ninth during World War II, Lindsey is one of the few who know
the complete story of the Ninth in action. That's why his talks
a re so interesting and informative. Many of us were wounded.
rotated or transferred out of the Ninth, we know only what went
on during our time with the Division, and we always are anxious
to hear what went on either before our arrival or after our
departure from the Ninth. Lindsey is the fellow who can bring us
up to date.

Our central location and accessibility are other advantages and they have become increasingly important as travel
costs have escalated. Fifty percent of the nation's population
live within 600 miles of
Nashville. Six interstate connections come together in
Nashville and make it easy and
affordable for many meeting
delegates to drive. For those
who fly, Nashville's air service
is excellent. Over 8,500 airline
seats are available on over 100
incoming weekday flights from
78 cities - via 15 airlines (including American, Delta,
Eastern, Ozark, Pam Am, Piedmont, Republic, TWA, USAir
a nd seven commuter airlines).
Our central location contributes to exceptional travel
values. The average airfare to
Nashville is about $80.00 less
than the airfare to other
southern cities. Additionally, a
recent survey of convention
spending showed that individual costs in Nashville are
18% lower than the national
average. All of these advantages help to explain why 40%
of all groups who have met in
Nashville report record attendance.

June 26-28
Reunion in Nashville
1986

Around the World Nashville is Music City USA
Welcome to Music City USA,
home of the Grand Ole Opry,
Opryland, literally hundreds of
country music stars, dozens of
recording studios and enough
side attractions to keep you
busy for days.
Over the years, Nashville has
gained a national identity all its
own as nationally broadcast
television and radio shows introduced "the Nashville sound"
to the country. What was once a
medium-size, moderately wellknown Southern city has
become the mecca of American
country music fans and the
destination of thousands with
stars in their eyes and guitars
on their backs.
Today Nashville ranks as one
of the premier recording
centers in North America. The
ranks of the true country music
superstars have swelled enormously as the world has come
to recognize the music and appreciate the message of the
songs that were once confined
to the gJ;'eat stretches of rural
America. Local musicians, long
noted for their versatile
musical abilities, are now being
featured on albums recorded by
such diverse non-country types
as Paul McCartney and Andy
Williams.

Each year thousands of fans
stream into Nashville to see the
Opry, visit Music Row, catch a
glimpse of the stars' homes and
enjoy the feeling of actually being at the hub of American
music. There are a lot of interesting things to see and do in
Nashville. Here are the highlights, along with some fun facts
about the stars, the music business and the city itself.
Grand Ole Opry
Each weekend year 'round,
thousands of fans from around
the world make the pilgrimage
to the world-renowned Grand
Ole Opry to see the stars, hear
their music, drive by their
homes, and visit recording
studios where they record country hits. The Opry is the center
of all of this. Each Friday and
Saturday night it presents a live
two-and-a-half-hour spectacular, broadcast over the
radio, featuring the biggest
names in country music. From
its humble beginnings in 1925,
the Opry has become the longest running continuous radio
show in the world. Although this
is its 58th year on the air, the
Opry has never missed a broadcast over the famous "clear
channel 65O-WSM."

To trace the history of the
Grand Ole Opry you really
must go back even farther than
the Opry's first performance.
In the early autumn of 1925 the
National Life and Accident Insurance Co. in Nashville was
granted a license to operate a
radio station and the call letters
WSM ("We Shield Millions")
were assigned.
Only a few weeks later, the
Opry had its own beginning on
the fifth floor of the old National
Life building in downtown
Nashville. Two soon-to-befamous men shared the first
microphone - Uncle Jimmy
Thompson, an 80-year-old fiddlerwho claimed he knew a
thousand tunes, and George D.
Hay, a 30-year-old announcer
who took the mike that famous
Saturday night and proudly inaugurated the WSM Barn
Dance. On that first broadcast,
Hay introduced himself as the
"Solemn Old Judge." The name
stuck.
It you desire to be
numbered among those whose
greetings appear in the Journal
now is the time to act. Fill out
the application that appears in
another part of the Octofoil and
send it along to the Reunion
Committee.
0

PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

Looking forward to seeing many of our 9th division buddies at
our next reunion in Nashville, Tn., June 26th to 28th. To make
things easier for the committee, you are urged to send in your
pre-registration form found in the Nov-Dec. issue of t~e ~)ctofoil.
The cost of the strip ticket is $46, per person, and It mcludes
transportation and ticket to the famed Grand Old Opry. The
Hotel application form also in this issue is to be send directly to
the Radisson Plaza Hotel.
I guess by now all the 9th di¥ision members have heard of the
death of our beloved Father Connors. He had been in ill health
for some time and those of us who saw him in November at
Worcester realized it might be the last time they would see him.
Mav he rest in peace. He was a great man and it was a wonderful thing he did, having the Memorial Mass every year since 1945
for the departed men of the 9th. I think he would want us to continue the practice and am sure a great many of you agree. I was
always amazed that people came from such far away places as
North Dakota, Florida, Puerto Rico, etc. I am sure that Fathers
"helpers" from the Worcester area are ready, willing and able.
Norman L. Caswell
(Co B 47th Inf)
1946 E 27th St
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229
1986 Nashville Reunion Program
Ninth Infantr~' Division Association
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Su~~estions For
It was grea t to see all myoid
A Co. buddies, their wives and
friends made since the end of
WW 2 at our gatherings over the
years. As you know I was so
busy most of the time I barely
had a chance to socialize which
I suppose is the price the
hosting committee must pay for
·the honor. The letters that I've
received so far have all been
flattering and have instilled a
feeling of gratification and
hopefully the other committee
members can say the same.
For about a year or so I
wasn't able to sit and read (due
in part to Eva's surgery etc.)
anything but a newspaper or
tid-bits here and there but last
week I finally read my first
book in many moons, a book I
think everyone over 15 yrs. of
age in America should read and
diges t,
Lee
Iacocca' s
autobiography. At least some of
the peo' Ie who take America
for g!"::.nted, sit with their hands
upturned or just "ride the
waves" might wake up to the
fact that there's no "free
lunch". The late President Kennedy said it well "Ask not etc. "
I would like to impart a few
observations, suggestions and
ideas to future reunion committees as follows:
1 - From the day the groundwork is started to the last very
few days are not at least in part
devoted to the cause but the
long hard months of toil are
capped by a great feeling of
satisfaction when you hear
"you gUYs did a I!reat lob etc."

If a veteran is mentally incompetent or physically unable
to file a claim for benefits, a
family member or friend may
sign the application on behalf of
such veteran.
Far too often, families or
friends of elderly, senile
veterans fail to explore the
possibility of the veteran's entitlement to pension, medical
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Future Reunions
2 --Ail who plan to attend the
reunion should send in their
check and all needed information to the person in charge of
advance registrations as soon
as possible and that an i!1centive to do so should be offered in
the form of a 10% discount.
Walk in at reunion site registrations must be done on the spot
and most often require typists
who must be paid thereby adding to the cost of operation not
to mention confusion.
3 - A numbered and dated
confirmation sould be sent to
each advance registrant who
will have his packet waiting fW
him when he signs in which will
have his confirmation number
on it in large print in it's
numerical order which will be
easy to find with haste. This
same confirmation would be used in cas~s where refunds are
requested by mailing same to
the treasurer.
4 - SEATING IN THE BANQUET ROOM, always a problem. In cases where an auxi liary room is used I think it onIv fair that the guy is given first
~onsideration should be he who
paid first comes first.
5 - Because of meal
guarantees no one should ask to
partake of the banquet without
at least a' twenty four hour
reservation.
Any other ideas anyone'??
15th Engrs
HENRY SANTOS
9811 N. Connechusett
Tampa, Fl. 33617
care, drugs or aid and attendance and housebound benefits.
This lack of action is based on
the mistaken notion that the
veteran must execute an application in person.
The only consideration is
whether or not the veteran
meets criteria for entitlement
to specific benefits. A very
substantial number of clients
are mentally and physically impaired veterans.
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ILLINOIS CHAPTER

"A" Btry 60th F.A. Bn.

Newsletter

Greetings from the TIlinois
Chapter. Sorry we didn't get an
article in the last issue of the
Octofoil, but time just flew by
too quickly with preparing for
the holidays.
First we would like to report
that the Michigan Illinois Mini
reunion was a huge success and
our thanks to all who made it
possible. We had about 74 peo-.
pIe from the midwest and a
good time has had by all. We
are all looking forward to returning to Angola next October.
More details will follow and be
made available at the reunion
in Nashville.
We also discussed the possibility of a Spring Mini reunion
in Wisconsin. Mike Carpenter
suggested the idea and was accepted favorably by several
members. We will try to get
something together and notify
the members.
Elections were held for the Illinois Chapter while in Angola
,in October. The new President
is Bill Hennemuth. Gordan
Anderson is Secretary, Mike
Belmonte is Treasurer, Paul
Clark, Sargeant of Arms and
Dave Heller is Chaplain. Good
luck to the new officers.
Our Christmas Party was
hosted by our new President.
Bill Hennemuth and Peggy. We
were well represented from our
Wisconsin
and Indiana
members. The Carpenters,
Grays and Prestons were in
from Wisconsin and the Clarks
motored in from Indiana. Also
presen t were the Hellers,
Andersons, Irma Koskie, the
Hennemuths and the Belmontes.
We had more than our share of
food, drinks and pleasant company. One thing we dearly miss
at all our parties is the leader of
songs, Chuck Koskie. We recall
many parties that wound up in
a singing free for all led by
Chuck and joined by all the Illinois members and wives. Of
course the ladies couldn't join
in on the army version of some
of the songs.
In January we attended a
farewell Fish Fry dinner for
Bob and Georgia Winkelman at
the Arlington Heights VFW
Post. The Winkelmans moved
to Florida to spend their retirement. Healthwise it will be
a good move for them but they
will be missed by the Illinois
Chapters. That's the third Illinois member to make their
home in Florida, the Clousers,
the Pappas, and now them.
When we Illinois members are
tired of the cold winters and
need a warm place, we have
many places and friends to
visit. Good luck Bob and
Georgia - Hope to see you in
Nashville.
We heard from the Ghere's
over the holidays and both
Larry and Kay are coming
along fine. They miss us as
much as we miss them. Hope
they're both well enough to
make Nashville and we can
have a good reunion there with
them.
We have been fortunate with
winter weather in the Chicago
land area so far this winter but
Wisconsin has had a lot more
snow than we had. Lou Gray
will remember this winter. He
had a go-around with his snow
blower and it chopped off part
of his finger. He's coming along
OK.
Paul Clark is still travelling
the country delivering trucks
while Lorrain keeps the home
fires buring.
The rest of the TIlinois Chapter members are all doing fine
and looking forward to an early
spring which means the Nashville reunion will not be far
behind.
Mike and Ann Belmonte

Once again I pick up my pen
to bring you both good and sad
news. The bad news is we lost
George "Winch" Wenchutonis
of Chicago, Illinois. George succumbed to the big C this past
January. Winch was in the F.O.
party that crossed the Meuse
River at Dinant. He refused to
leave his wounded comrade T.
Patton, and thus became a
P.O.W. George and I spent
many weekends at Melvin
Jaggi's Dairy Farm in Verona,
Wisconsin. George joins L.
Lewandowski, James Landis,
and M. J. Powers, all former
"A" Btry men from the Greater
Chicago-land area who have
left for the grea t beyond.
First Ever

In Orlando, Florida this past
June, it was "happy days" - a
reunion after 40 years with
three former "A" Btry men.
Buck Elliott, E.T. "Windy"
Fruend, and Norris C. Gray. It
was their first ever and they
promised it will not be their
last. Gray has retired from
NASA and now lives in
Melbourne, Florida. Elliott is a
retired farmer from Dover,
Tennessee. Windy also retired
from Fond du Lac, Wisconsin.
They joined Dom Greco and I in
reca 11 ing some forgotten
moments in our four years
together.
Like to Thank

I would like to thank the
following men for their personal notes included in their
Christmas cards - M. Patrick,
C. Posey, H. Elliott, Buck Goff,
N.C. Gray, F. Auth, W.
Sanders, D. Greco, Mrs. H.
Torhan, Al Friedlmeir, J. Liggero, Ed Wardzala, M. Jaggi,
Ed Fruend, Walt Quigley, F.
Lovell, J. Stebbins, Al Denaro,
and Capt. 1.. Prince, all "A"
Btry. Also, L. Pandolfi "C"
Btry .. Savino K. DeRosa. Ser.
Btrv, C. McKee, "B" Btry. and
M. >Lasalandra, Capt. 1.. Gray
and Mrs. M. Bish from Hdqs.
Btry.
As usual Ann and I are planning to be in Nashville. Tennessee. Ann didn't make it to
Orlando last year. The reunion
being held so early in June conflicted with her job as school
. secretary. With the reunion
dates moved back to late June,
there will be no problem this
year.
. See you all in Nashville.
Bell (Mi~e Belmonte)
1161 '~Juth Lombard Ave.
Oak Park. Illinois
60304

Help Needed
My recent items in the DAV
and VFW magazines brought 1
reply from a R.A. Donnelly. PO
Box 834. Logansport, Ind. 46947.
He was a member of Hq & Hq
Btry. 9th Div Arty. I urgently
need to process a disability
claim with the Veterans Administration to learn the address and locate the following :~
men- T/Sgt Robert Whatley RA
16012088. T/Sgt Paul Marshall
RA 18031934. T/Sgt Daniel Ruffner RA 6274536. Marshall
visited me while I was a patient
at the 98th General Hospital in
Munich. Germany. All of these
men would be about 63 years of
age now. I've tried since 1952 to
get everything in order and the
VA keeps turning me down. I'm
totally disabled. but they rate
me 40%. Please see what vou
can do for me. My name ~nd
address is John P. Reed. PO
Box 317. Wamega. Kans. 66547.
You can call me collect at area
code 913-456-9860. Either I or
my wife Mary will answer the
call so you need not call person
to person. God bless you all.

MICHIGA~

HAPPENINGS

Florida Gators
Spring Meeting, April -t, 5 6

At our Fall meeting it was
decided at Phil Berman's suggestion that the fabulous PARK
SUITE HOTEL in Altamonte
Springs would host our Spring
meeting. On a very miserable,
rainy day, our president, Bob
Pappas, myself and our wives
drove the 100 plus miles to meet
with Phil and Barbara to see for
ourselves what Phil had
described as it seemed too good
to be true (call me a "doubting
Thomas").

For the Michigan Chapter
February is the first month of
activities for the membership
so:
We will gather for our first
meeting of the year at the home
of Leonard and Sally Kowalski
in Mt. Clemens, Mi. Though it
will happen after the February
20th dead line set by the Editor
of the Octofoil, you can rest
assured that all present \\<ill
have a good time. Len and Sally
Mesmerized
are the perfect host and hostess
Upon entering this gorgeous
and we do thank them for openhotel we were mesmerized, a
ing their home to us once again.
lesser adjective such as awed
The Nashville Reunion comwould be an injustice, we were
mittee is in full gear. Three of
truly amazed, it's just
Michigans Old Reliables are at
beautiful. Any Florida Chapter
work in the preparations. Bob
member who can scrape up the
$52.50 per day and deprives his
DeSandy, Elmer Wagner and
wife or himself of this meeting
Jim Bruner are actively involved. Their expertise honed from
deserves a leaking pup tent in a
their involvement in the 38th
hurricane.
There are no rooms per se but
reunion held in Detroit in 1983,.
rather suites with plush furshould assure us a smooth runniture, wet bar, refrigerator,
ning reunion this year.
c omforta ble
beds
etc.
Once more the "Taps SoundBreakfast, a hearty one is ined" column brings sadness and
cluded as is cocktails and hors
memories. Heading the list was
d'oeuvres in the p.m.
Pop Zucker an F Co. 47th BudOur secretary, Phil will be
dy. Also on the list the name of
sending out notices with more
Frank Chatto C Co. 47th Inf.
info in the near future and will
Frank took his Basic Training
need a "head count" soon after
in Mineral Wells. Texas in the
in order to make the banquet
1st Platoon Co. C 63rd Infantry
guarantee of our attendees.
Battalion. Also serving in C Co.
were Tony Czymbor, Sam
Easy to Reach
(Bill) Buemi, Danti Ciatti, and
The Park Suite Hotel is very
easy to reach. 1-4 to exit #48 at
yours truly. All of the above are
S.R. 436 E, Left (J think at first
members of the Association.
traffic light) a few blocks to the
If the above names stirs other
memories of those da'ys in
lake, left again and voila!! The
St. address is 225 E Altamonte
Mineral Wells; Texas let me
Dr., Altamonte Spgs., FL 32701
hear from you.
Henry Santos
We do of course. extend our
A Co. 15th Engrs.
condolences to Franks family.
y'all come. Ya hear?
One piece of local news is that
P.S. Bob must be cooking up
Elmer Wagner has retired from
something, he asks that all who
his position with the Saginaw
plan to attend let him know
Division of General Motors. I
also.
hope Elmer finds his retireBob Pappas
ment as full and happy as mine
738-C 518 Box 175
has been.
New Port Richey, FL 33552
A note from Bob and Flo DeSandy brings news that Percy
"Doc" Rishel has had a heart
Needs Assistance
attack and a possible stroke. He
has been taken out of intensive Co. A 39th
care and has to go through a Co. H 47th
BASIL W. RAFFAELE
series of tests.
Doc served in Hqs Co. 2nd 1546 A.S. 13th Street
Battalion 47th Infantry. He Milwaukee, Wise. 53204
Mrs. Ann Raffaele writes for
lives at 106 Laney Mifflinburg,
Pa. 17844. You can cheer him up her husband Basil - "I have
received your letter and at first
with a card. I am sure that one
I thought my letter about my
would be most welcome.
husband wouldn't be answered.
So with tha t I will wish all a
pleasant Spring (What a beauti- There is some information my
husband gave me and it means
ful word at this time of year)
a nd remind all of the up coming something. It's so confusing. He
said he was in the 39th Infantry
reunion at Nashville, Tenn.
Company A, 1st Platoon. From
Remember PRE-REGISTRAthere he went to Company H,
TION was started with you in
47th Infantry. He states he was,
mind. Remember back then as
"shell bombed" in the 39th
yOU stood in line and swore tha t
Regiment. There is a Sargeant
~ 'When I get out of this mess I
Olive that was going to put my
will never stand in Line again".
husband on the litter at the time
Well, why spoil a good time by
of the shelling. For many years
doing it at reunion?
my husband has told me that he
So I will close for this time by
was "shell bombed". Yet it is
hoping to see you all in Nashdifficult to locate the Sargeant
ville.
Olive, or buddies. My husband
Rodger E. Alsgaard Sec'y.
has also served in Ireland for
Michi~an Chapter
eight months.
2834 Wynes St.
At the V.A. they would tell
Saginaw, Mi. 48602
him to get more evidence. He
Many veterans and their
wants to be service connected.
families are confused by the
This has been going on for
term"power of attorney" as it
many years. At present his conapplies to the preparation and
ditio~ isn't good. His right arm
presentation of claims for VA
and hand is paralyzed. The left
benefits.
hand trembles. I have to hand
When a claimant gives power
feed him. He also has trouble
of attorney to an accredited
with his eyes and nerves.
representative, the Veterans'
I am enclosing a copy of his
Administration recognizes the
Honorable Discharge papers.
right of that individual to hanPlease return them to me when
dle the claim on behalf of the
you are through with them.
claimant, to have access to the
Thank you. All the years have
claimant's VA file, to assist the
gone by and we had no results
claimant in developing the
or help."
..._.
claim and to present the claiEditors note: Raffaele's dismant's claim before the apcharge papers shows him repropriate VA rating board of
ceiving the Purple Heart and
adjudication officials.
Combat Infantry Badge. Also
June 2'6-28
the Bronze Star Medal.

Reunion in N8fiih\'ltI~

From: Service

Batter~'

2fJFA

Christmas 1985 is long gone. I
hope that you were pleased with
the gifts that Santa left for you
under your special tree. New
Year's 1986 is still remembered
because of all of the plans that
were made and not kept.
Some of the old gang have a
nice custom working with their
Christmas cards. They have
their wife address the cards
with instructions to add a note
before sealing. I am not too bad
in deciphering feminine hand
writing.
Josephine Moiser gives a
short story on how Joe is enjoying his retirement. He isn't. He
is doing many jobs around his
home as well as for some senior
citizens in his neighborhood.
JoAnn Wallace did the honors
for Harold. They are planning
to be in Nashville this summer.
Marian Blitzstein writes of the
enjoyment she- and Blitz are
getting from their new apartment after 35 years in a row
house. Arnold Leach cannot
write any more, so his wife
Margaret writes thanking Service Battery for all of the notes
Arnold received after our trip
to Worcester last November.
Lois Griffin is spending her
first Christmas without Paul.
She is adjusting well. but it is
going to take time. Winnie
Quinn is now out of the hospital.
Progress towards recovery is
slow. Alice and I received about
30 Christmas cards without a
message (hand written), All
were greatly appreciated. We
hope that the practice will continue to grow.
Bill Bongiorno called from
Florida, loves the place and
decided the change is permanent. How can one forget the
best part of the U.S.A. in so
short a time?
By the time you receive this.
Spring will be just around the
corner. Start easy calisthenics
now. the kind you did at Bragg
during '41 & '42. You want to be
ready for the golfing and
gardening when the time arrives.
lowe John and Dorothy Murray an apology. In the last issue
of the OCTOFOIL I mentioned a
trip they took on the Concorde
to Europe last summer and on
.return trip to the states during
a three day hurricane on the
QE2. I forgot to write their last
name M U R RAY. John and
Dot I'll see that it doesn't happen again.
To all of you men out there
contemplating retirement and
are a little mixed up as to what
you are going to do, write to
Robert F. Porter, 201 Quaker
Road, Warren, Penn., 16365.
You remember him from Service Battery, 26FA.
Bob is now retired. For the
first time in over 40 years he
has found time to write to
former members under his
command. For the first time he
realized his golf score is not going to get any better.
The fall season takes him out
into the woods with his Remington double barrel shotgun.
Do you remember how thE
citizens of Birkadem walked
around town with a shotgun
cradled in their arms looking
for Sunday dinner'? When the
ice leaves the streams and the
lakes he tries to catch the big
one with his Shakesphere
tackle.
Those three sports should
keep anyone busy. but wait.
Bob belongs to a club who are
planning to leave Warren for
London then start a 45 day trip
across Europe. Russia, Central
Asia on to China.
All aboard for Nashville. En
joy yourself.
The Roving Reporter
Joseph A. McKenzie
95 Washington Ave.
Waltham, Ma. 02154

_______.. . .- --------....----------.. .
Taps Sounded

9thM.P.
JOHN WEBER

46 Bromfield St.
Farewell to you and the
youth I have spent with
you
It was but yesterday we
met in a dream,
You have sung to me in
my aloneness, and I of
your longings have
built a tower in the sky.
But now our sleep has
.fled and our dream is
over, and it is no longer
dawn.
The noontide is upon us
and our half waking
has turned to a fuller
day, and we must part.
If in the twlight of
memory we should
meet once more, we
shall speak again together and you shall
sing to me a deeper song.
A nd if our hands should
meet in another dream
we shall build another
. tower in the sky.

Kahlil Gibran "The Profit"

Rev. Edward Connors
Chaplain
Harry Greenberg
47th Inf Cannon Co
George McCarthy
47th Inf Co G
. Harold McAfee
47th Inf
Herbert Waples
60th Inf
Anthony Pellechia
47th Inf Carmon Co
Anthony Chaconas
84th FA Bty B
A. Stewart Harvey

MP
Grow. Jr.
47th Inf B Co
William O'Day

David

John H. Dilley
60th In! 2nd Bn
lWay thev rest in ij~·l:Cl'. To their
loved ones we extend our

Inf
RALPH CARCI
6324 Kilmer St.
Sheverly, Md. 20785
I hate to be the bearer of bad
news, but a very good friend of
the association and yours and
mine passed away last week. I
am sorry to inform you of the
death of Tony Chaconas. I know
he will be missed by all his
friends. I think Tony made just
about all the reunions. I know
that everyone from the 84th FA
will miss him very much. Sal
Trapani, Harry Daysh, Lou
Connors, my wife and myself
attended the services on Friday
the 14th of February.
:~9th

It is wi th sadden heart we announce the passing of Tony
Chaconas. We knew Tony from
his days as Forward Observer
with 84th F.A. and he was a
member of the team the day
Colonel Johnston of the 2nd Bn.
47th was killed along with Captain McClatchey of the 84th
F. A., (just before Cherbourg). I
always thought Tony was an
American Indian and we laughed about it many times when we
became better acquainted at
the reunions. Tony was of
Greek ancestery and his buddies in the Ninth called him
"Smoke" with the tan he acquired in the sun.
Tony served on the Board of
Governo,rs for several terms
and was one of the members
that kept the association alive
and active. A real nice guy and
we shall miss him.

Quincy, Ma. 02170
We were saddened to hear of
the death of Fr. Connors. He
was indeed a very fine man and
an outstanding priest, much
loved by all of us. We heard
from 2 old friends recently. Lou
Vivolo of E. Boston, who was
able to drive to Worcester for
the Mass for Fr. Connors, and
also John Maloney of Bennington, Vt. John was the sheriff
there for many years, and
recentlv retired. The first time
I met the Maloneys was on the
occasion of their wedding. I was
22 years old at the time. A lot of
wa ter has gone under the
bridge since then. We hear
from Adolph Wadalavage from
N.Y. every now and then.
Another good friend, he always
keeps in touch. We won't be
able to attend the reunion this
year but hope to make it to
"Pennsy" the following year.
Best regards.
Cannon Co 47th & C Co 39th
FRANK LORITO
RD 4 Box 1499
Honesdale, Pa. 18431
It is with sorrow that I inform
the members of the 9th that Anthony Pellechia of Cannon Co
47th passed away in Jan. due to
a heart attack. Tony and I
weren't too close while in the
service, mostly due to the fact
that he was a driver and I a
gunner on the 105. His driving
duties consisted mostly of driving the C.O.s jeep (Capt.
Sieminski), We got to know
each other better when by coincidence we retired and moved
to this area in N.E. Pa. He
came from Jersey and I from
Long Island, N. Y. Tony and his
wife, Madeline, and I and my
wife" Florence had the pleasure
of spending a day wi th our old
C.O. and his wife, Sophie, last
year at their home in Forty
Fort, Pa. Needless to say there
was lot of reminiscing going on.
You old cannoneers that know
Capt. Sieminski, must surely
know that there was a lot of old
stories to rehash especially concerning Louis Kramer. I would
like to wish Bill Coen and his
wife, good health and good luck
in their new home in
Okeechobee, Fl. If you're ever
in our neck of the woods, please
visit us.

Characterizing the pending
proposal to require many aging
veterans to show financial need
as a condition for receiving
care at VA medical centers a
"vicious and indecent recommendation," Dr. Nicholas F.
Sallese, Director, New York
State Division of Veterans' Affairs, urges veterans with nonservice connected health problems to seek expert advice and
guidance.
Dr. Sallese emphasizes that
the proposed financial means
test is not yet law and veterans
65 or older are still entitled to
medical care on request, without regard to financial need, if
space is available in VA
hospitals.
There is always the danger
that a veteran in need of
medical care may misinterpret
the recurring news stories on
the proposed financial means
test and hesitate to request
treatment. he said. This would,
of course, serve to worsen the
veteran's health problem.
Referring to the VA health
care system as "one of the
finest in the world," Dr. Sallese
points out that the proposed
financial means test is not a VA
proposition. Rather, it's part of
the na1ional administration's
debt reduction plan.

THE OCTOFOIL
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Tip of Hat
Remembering the Memorial
Fund and their departed loved
ones and comrades we thank
the following members and
friends.
Carroll Devoid (In memory of
Robt. Gibson and Steve
Dobrino. A Co 15 Engrs)
Robert A. Turner
Kenneth Powell
Michel Ferrazano
Irv Terchak
Charles Trocolli
Daniel W. Hancock
Edith O'Donnell (In memory of
husband, John. 60th Inf I Co)
Rev. & Mrs. Ralton Speers (In
memory of Fr. Connors)
James F. Hart. Jr.
Anne and Jerry Shapiro (In
memory of Fr. Connors)
Mrs. Edith Jaffee (In memory
of husband, Harold)
47th Inf (i Co
ROBERT GRIFFITH
311 W. Lance Dr.
Des Plaines, II. 60016
This is the kind of letter I
dislike sending. I received a
call that George McCarthy has
passed away due to a heart
problem while visiting his sons
in Joliet over the holidays. He
had planned on attending the
N ashville reunion. I have lost a
good buddy, he was my best
man when we married. I had
also heard this past Xmas that
Harold McAfee had died a year
ago. Both these men were old
timers in G Co. 47th. May their
souls rest in peace. We enjoyed
the Orlando reunion and God,.
willing will make Nashville. My
best to all who remember me.

The mental disorders aswith senilIty arp ~
basis for entitlement to the
housebound benefi t. The determining factor is confinement to
the olace of residence because
of permanent disability.
Housebound rates are not
assigned automatically; they
must be applied for, and failure
to make application will
deprive eligible pensioners of
the additional financia I
assistance.
sociated

DEATH AND TAXES
Tax his cow,
tax his goat,
Tax his pants,
tax his coat,
Tax his crops,
tax his work,
Tax his tie,
tax his shirt.
Tax his chew,
tax his smoke;
Teach him taxes
are no joke.
Tax his tractor,
tax his mule,
Teach him taxes
are a rule, I
Tax his oiL
tax his gas,
Tax his notes.
tax his cash;
Tax him good
and let him knowAfter taxes
he has no dough.
If he hollers,

tax him more:
Tax him 'til
he's good and sore.
Tax his coffin,
tax his grave,
Tax the sod
in which he lays.
Put these words
upon his tomb:
"Taxes drove me
to my doom."
And after he's gone
he can't relax;
They'll still be after
Inheritance Tax!
sent in by Al Seasock

...

...

.

,

PROPOSED CIL\~GES TO THE BY-LAWS OF THE ~INTH INFANTRY DIVISION ,\SSOCI:\TIO;\ (1986)
Submitted b~· John Clouser
Amend Paragraph 33c (a), by deleting the words, "related
to," and adding the words, "descended from (e.g. Children.
step-children, grandchildren, step-grandchildren, great grandchildren, step-great grandchildren, etc.)" Paragraph 33c (a)
will then read:
(a) to provide scholarships for under-graduate studies by any
individual descended from (e.g. children, step-children, grandchildren, step-grandchildren, great grandchildren, step-great
grandchildren, etc.) a person who served with the 9th Infantry
Division during World War #2.
Amend Paragrah 33c (b), by deleting the words, "related, to,"
and adding the words, "descended from (e.g. Children, stepchildren, grandchildren, step-grandchildren, great grandchildren, step-great grandchildren, etc,)" Paragraph 33c (b)
shall then read:
(b) to provide scholarships for graduate studies by any individual descended from (e.g. Children, step-children. grandchildren, step-grandchildren, great grandchildren, step-great
grandchildren, etc.) a person who served with the 9th Infantry
Division during World War #2.
THE PROVISION FOR THE MEMORIAL FUND CURRENTLY
READS:
c. Memorial Fund: The Memorial Fund of the Association
shall be maintained as a separate account. All contributions
received by the Association which shall be specifcallv
designated as intended for the Memorial Fund, shall b~
deposited in the Memorial Fund and disbursements therefrom
shall be as directed by the Board of Governors, but onlv for the
following purposes and in the following order of priority.
(a) to provide scholarships for undergraduate studies bv anv
individual related to a person who served with the 9th Iniantr'v
Division during World War #2.
.
(b) to provide scholarships for graduate studies by anv individual related to a person who served with the 9th'Infa'ntrv
Division during World War #2.
.
(c) to provide essential and recreational equipment for use in
veterans hospitals.
(d) to provide for the purchase and erection of suitable
monuments and memorial plaques.
PREVIOUS PROPO~AL (J9S:0
A proposal to change the By-Laws of the Association. which
would prohibit any Association Officers, except the President, to
be a member of the Board of Governors, was made in 1983. The
proposal was tabled for three years by action of the 198.1 General
Meeting. It will be moved at the 1986 General Meeting to take
this proposal from the table for action.
~eekillg IllJorrnltuun aOODt rather

Through inquiries made on
for me to become an associate
my behalf I have recently been . member of the 9th division
given your name as the corassociation. This is not a recent
responding officer to the 9th Indesire, I have wished to find out
fantry Division Association. My
more about my father for many
mother and I visited France
years and about his service aclast June on the 40th anniver- . tivities.
sary of D-Day and were present
The 40th anniversary
during President Reagan's
celebration enabled me to meet
commemoration ceremony at
those who set me on the right.
the U.S, cemetery which
path. It is too much to expect
overlooks Omaha beach at St.
perhaps that one of your
Laurent-sur-Mer. My father
members may remember him
lies with his comrades in arms
by serving by his side, but who
there. He was killed in action on
knows. My father was a sharpthe 15th of June 1944 just west of
shooter, I have the badge.
Ste. Mere Eglise, having landed
Mother also tells me he was the
a t Utah beach on the 9th of
shoulder man of a bazooka
June. He served in the 9th Div
team. He served in N. Africa
from the day he enlisted early
prior to being shipped back to
in 1942 until his death. While
England in preparation for the
waiting for the ceremony to
D-Day landings. All this and my
begin, I walked among the
father's service details which
many veterans of that camfollows are a result of what my
paign looking for the distinctive
m other recalls and my own
nine petalled flower shoulder
limited research: Leroy
patch of the division. I evenRoman Angel, Pvt. 1st class,
tually found 2 veterans. Not onser #15082589, 1st US Army, 7th
ly were they from my father's
Corps, 9th Div., 60th Regiment,
division but also his regiment
1st Bn. "B" Company. Home
and even were in the same battown: Evansville, Ind.
talion. He was in "Charlie"
His decora tions include The
company and my father had
Bronze Star, Purple Heart and
been in "Baker". I first learned
Campaign medals. I would of
of the 9th division association
course be more than happy to
from them. I never knew my
pay for any divisional-father and he died without
regimental histories which may
knowing I was "on the way, " in
have been published or any
fact, my mother did not know
other expenses you may incur
'She was pregnant until after she
regarding postage. I would
had been informed of my
deem it a great privilege should
father's death. They were wed
it be possible to honor me with a
in May 1944. She last saw him
closer association of the 9th
during the early hours of June
division in remembrance of my
6th in Bournemouth. A kindly
father. I hope you can help.
Sgt in his compauy kt ~im out
Yours sincerely,
of the embarkation area for a
Leroy Angel
few hours so they could meet.
1 Rockford Road
Had D-Day not been postponed
Basingstoke,
from the 5th I would not now be
Hampshire
writing this. The point of all this
RGZITQ
background information is to
England
ask you if it would be.nossible
Jllni-~
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Traveling down road of history
While going over the files in
the secretaries office we came
upon brief histories of two attached units-the 899 Tank
Destroyer and 746 Tank Battalion. Both of these units were
with the Ninth through France
into Germany of 1944.

899th Tank Destroyers
Compile Long List of F~sts

At the time of the German
breakthrough in the Ardennes
sector the Battalion repulsed
several strong counterattacks.
With the bulge eliminated the
Battalion assisted in the taking
of the Schammanuel Dam.
With the spring offensive
under way, the Battalion pushed to the Rhine River and crossed on March 8, the first
separate tank battalion to
cross the Rhine. The Battalion
a ssisted in extending the
Remagen bridgehead and in the
dash into the heart of Germany,
helping to eliminate the Ruhr
pocket.
The Battalion is still active,
but is proudest of its record between June 6th and March 30th
when it spent 277 of 303 days in
combat.
Joseph Rappazini sends photo of members of the :~rd Bn 60th Inf
taken in England before the Invasion. Left to right Doc Potter.
Mike Gatto. Sam Bowman and Bob Saker. Potter and Saker
were with Compan~' K and Gatto and Bowman were with Company I 60th Infantry. Recently one of our members wrotf' of
keeping the records straight about the youngest Battalion Comm anders in the Arm v but we would venture to write a bout the
youngest company c~mmander (of a rifle company) that it was
Mike Gatto. We believe M~ke was about 20 ~·(·ars old when
he commanded ('ompan~· I. in Germany.

Spearheading its w~y mto
history in company With the
Ninth Division, the 899th Tank
Destroyer Battalion trail
blazers marked a path outstanding both for its unique acf .
t German small arms coming
complishments and worthy exA supporting 899th T.D. lrm.g a
( hoto dated March
from
the
south
side
of
Fussemch.
Germany. p
"
ample.
4. 1945)
Landing in France before any
other TDs, it is officially
With the M-10 exchanged for
On D-Day the Battalion landcredited with the bagging of the
the M-36 TO. Company B of the
ed on the Normandy beaches in
first German panther tank met
Battalion was attached to the
support of the 4th Inf. Division.
in Normandy.
.
60th Infantry to assault the
Rout of an enemy armored colWith the Ninth Division, It
Schmidt Dam. and there were
umn by the Battalion at Ste
was the first TD unit to cross
overwhelmed
fanatical
Mere Eglise resulted in the
the Belgium border and smash
resistance. Traveling with the
securing of that town and the
a breach in the Siegfried line.
Ninth, the Battalion jumped the
opening of the route to
It was the first entire TD BatRoer and raced across the
Montebourg.
talion to cross the Rhine and
Rhine Valley. Remagen was
was with the Ninth in the drive
the peak of action for the TDs,
to the Mulde River, where the
The Battalion was then
as it was for the other elements
Russians were met.
assigned to support the 90th
of
the
Division.
The Battalion first saw action
Div. in the Orglandes-Etienville
Over the Rhine, the 899th
23 March 1943 at Gafsa,
sector and afterwards to the
helped
clean
out
the
Ruhr
Tunisia, where it joined the
82nd Airborne Division in its
pocket and then beat down
First Infantry Division and
drive to St. Sauveur Le Vicomte
resistance in the Harz Mountangled with Rommel's Te~th
and crossing of the Douve
tains, pulling up the Mulde
Panzer Division. It was eqUIpRiver
with
the
Division
to
met
River. Separated eleme~t~ of
ped with the M-19 TD, which
Batt a Ii 0 n
reJom~d
the
the Russians.
made its "debut" at Gafsa.
Lt.
Col.
Maxwell
A.
Tincher
and
the
unit
moved
North
III
With only twenty rounds pracsupport
of
the
9th
and
79th
Inw~s
commands
the
unit,
which
tice per gun, the crews confantry Divisions to take Cheractivated at Ft. LeWIS
tinued training against the
Washington
on
July
1940
as
th~
bourg.
famous German Africa Korps.
99th Infantry Battalion (Ant~
It was the first time Americans
Immediately after the fall of
Tank), On 15 December 1941 It
had stopped the highly-touted
Cherbourg the Battalion moved
was redesignated the 899th
German panzer divisions dead
South to Carentan in support of
Tank Destroyer Battalion, and
in its tracks.
the 83rd Inf. Div. At that time
trained at Ft. Lewis and Camp
A period of training in the
the vaunted German 6th
Hood. Texas, until its departure
Algerian desert followed the
Paratroop Division was atfor overseas duty on 14
Tunisian campaign and on 1
tempting to retake Carentan
January,
1943.
November 1943 the 800th left
and split Allied forces in tha t
North Africa and landed in Itasector.
lyon Nov. 10th. A short time 746th Tank Battalion
later, the Battalion was
withdrawn and embarked for
England, to train in preparation for the major blow at the
Germans on the Western front.
Two companies of the sooth
landed in Normandy on D-Day,
the remainder of the Battalion
arriving D plus 4 and 5. ~e .
first TO Battalion to land m '
France. it teamed with four infantry divisions including the
Fourth. until 0 plus 11. when it
was attached to the Ninth, objective. Cherbourg. After ~ut
ting the peninsula and pushmg
on to capture Cherbourg with
the Ninth, the TDs also assisted
in cleaning up the remaining
resistance on Cap de La Hague.
On 11 July, 1944 at Le Desert,
Normandy, after the drive
southward began, the Battalion
smashed a German armored
counter-attack designed to split
Members of the 3rd Bn 39th Infantry climbing aboard a 746th
the Allied beach-head. On that
Tank near Godesburg, Germany. (dated March 1945)
day alone, the 899th accounted
for twelve Mark 5 tanks, one
With the threat to Carentan
Mark 4 tank, and one SP gun. It
Almost ten months of cone limina ted, the Battalion
was for this action that the Battinuous combat since D-day, inshifted once more to the 9th
talion units were awarded the
cluding support of the famed
Division, continuing to posipresidential unit citation. .
82nd and 101st Ariborne Divitions between Periers and St.
Breaking out of the bItter
sions, is the record of the 746th
Lo. It was on July 25th that the
headgerow fighting, the 899th
Tank Bn, commanded by Lt.
unit jumped off on the dirve
was the first to cut the St. LoCol. Clarence G. Hupfer, of
from the hedgerow country.
Perriers road with the Ninth,
Evansville, Indiana.
Following the drive the Batand spearheaded the great
The 746th has fought in such
talion enjoyed its first rest
break-through on 25 July 1944.
history making engagements
period at St. Pois. After t~is
Swinging
south across the as Carentan, the German
brief interlude the BattalIon
Seine river and through
breakthrough at the Ardennes
once more moved into combat.
Chateau Thierry, it won the sector, the taking of the great
One of the first units to enter
distinction of being the first unit Schammanuel Dam and in the
Belgium,
the Battalion also
to begin the liberation of vicinity of St. Lo and Aachen.
made one of the initial penetraanother European country by The Battalion was one of the
tions of the Siegfried Line East
fighting into Belgium on 2 first units to enter Belgium and
of Aachen. For more than a
September 1944.
also made one of the initial
month elements of the BatWith the Ninth, the Battalion penetrations of the Siegfried
talion held the deepest penetrarolled on across the Meuse and Line East of Aachen.
tions effected into Germany by
then began the drive into Gerany Allied force.
many itself. In December 1944
the 899th helped contain and
eliminate Von Rundstedt's
When was the last Ume you wrote • letter &0 our
"Bulge. "
MaD Call Column?

,'.
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C.B. Baker. Med & Company C 47th Inf sends this picture taken
in Sicily 194:~ - Men of Company C 47th left to right: Zimprich,
Skaris~n. Sevwindt and Sirovy.

***

Reunion in Nash\'ille
Alamo Rent A Car
This special offer to members of the association is valid for
rental arrangements which begin no earlier than June 19, 1986
and no later than June 28, 1986. Rental return dates are open.
Our group is extended the following special convention/group
rates excluding tax. These rates include unlimited free mileage,
automatic transmission, and air conditioning, however, renta"l
deposit, tax optional CDW and PAL (*$3,000.00 deductible applies if collision coverage is not accepted.)
CAR TYPE
DAIL Y/WEEKL Y
Economy
$21/99
(Chevy Chevette or similar)
Compact
$23/119
(Cavalier or similar)
Intermediate
$25/139
(Cutlass Ciera or similar)
Intermediate Wagon
$27/159
(Celebrity or similar)
Standard
$27/159
(Buick Regal or similar)
Luxury
$31/199
(Buick Riviera or similar)
* Add $2 per day for 4-door models. (Limited availability on
smaller car categories).
We will set aside a specific number of cars to be determined
upon acceptance of this proposal. These cars will .be held f~r
your exclusive utilization until 30 days prior to arrIval. At thIS
time, the remaining cars in your allocation will be placed in our
general inventory and will be determined by car availability.
Billing:
.
All reservations will be handled on an individual cash or credIt
card basis.
Reservations:
To make individual reservations, members of _'our group
need to contact our convention department at 1-800-732-3232.
Please advise them that they must request "account 20927 plan
code G8" to receive this special offer.
Transportation:
Upon arrival,: our guests simply need to bo~rd one of Alamo.'s
courtesy buses in the airport designated pIck-up a.rea. ThIS
transportation is free of charge and runs every 10 mmutes.
Fuel Policy:
.
As an additional convenience for attendees, Alamo IS providing 10 gallons of gas for only $10.95. You will be charg~d for
this gasoline when you pick up your car and not be ~ncon
venienced by having to fill up before you drop off the car. SImply
bring it back as empty as you like.

THE OCTOfOJL

mall cal
Div. Hqs. Spec. Trps.
BILL CHAPMAN
RR1 Box 160 Stagecoach Pass
Stormville, N.Y. 12582
Enclosed find dues for 1986. I
am pretty good right now. Last
year was a rough one. Fractured my arm and had to have
surgery so I could not have
gone to the reunion. Hope this
year is better. Lost my wife
Ethel in 1984. I am 77 years of
age (will be 78 in May) and am
now taking it easy. Regards to
all the boys. Give my regards to
Jerry Rowan.
:~4th FA
WILLARD TYRRELL
1007 Orchard St. Apt. #8
Marietta, Ohio 45750
Enclosed find check for 3
year membership. Looking forward to more information on
the reunion being held in Nashville and hope to see you there.

47th Inf. H Co.

GEORGE SHAW
702 E. 5th St.
Metropolis, Ill. 62960
Nashville will be a good place
for the next convention. I live
fairly close (I50 miles), I
remembered Nashville when I
was on maneuvers with the 78th
Div. We came from N.C. Camp
Butner in the winter 1943-44. I
left the 78th as a replacement
and wound up with the 9th in
Normandy right after the Cherbourg campaign and staggered
thru to the Elbe. It seemed odd
seeing the division I helped activate, the 78th, around Schmid
& Remagen. My grandfather, a
Civil War veteran, was wounded in some of the fighting
around Nashville. Good luck to
all and I might be in attendance
a t Nashville. Although I am one
of the charter members of the
~Hh when it was formed after
the war, I have never attended
a reunion. I am ashamedl!!
17th Inf. M Co.

60th Inf. B CO.

B. RENNICK

THOMAS P. SCIOLA
10143 43rd Trail So.
Boynton Beach, Fl. 33436
Found out about the 9th
Association about a year ago
and through the Octofoil
located a long lost buddy after
40 years separation. I enjoy
reading the Octofoil very much
so keep up the good work and
enroll me for another 3 years.

6008 Frontier Dr.
Springfield, Va. 22150
First and foremost I am one
of the original members of M
Co. 47th Inf., 1940-1943. Ileft the
unit after the cessation of
hostilities in Bizerte and was
assigned to C Co. as a 2nd Lt.
LTC Red Phillips who was a
damn good enlisted man and officer is responsible for this
c:ommunication. I have been
trying for years to locate
relatives or friends of Lt.
Campbell who was KIA during
the invasion while assigned to
Charlie Company 1st Bn. Can
a nyone help me? I will always
have fond memories of the division, 47th and especially M Co.
Belated Happy New Year to
you and all members of the
Association. Enclosed find dues
for 3 years.

60th Inf. A Co.

JOHN A. MERRICK
105 E. Washington Ave.
Newtown, Pa. 18940
Eugene Edwards, 2nd Bn 60th
and I took a 2 week trip back to
Europe last September and
visited Utah Beach, Omaha
Beach, St. Laurent Cemetery,
~ St. Lo, Barneville, Monshau,
Eupen. Elsenborn, Liege,
Namur and Dinant, Remagan,
Ingolstadt and Munich as well
as Henri-Chapelle Cemetery
where many 9th men are
buried. We had a great trip and
drove over 3000 miles with good
weather throughout. Best
wi shes to all.
60th Inf. K Co.

JAMES F. HART, JR.
7 Nenagh Dr.
Wilmington. Del. 19803
Enclosed is my check for
dues and something for the
Memorial Fund. A friend I was
in basic training with sent a
clipping about Fr. Connors'
roast. Apparently it was a great
affair and certainly given to
one who deserved it. I was a bit
disappointed that the article
seemed to gloss over his role in
the 9th but more importantly
nothing on his annual mass.
Sorry to hear his health is not
the best. All our prayers are
with him. Our family now
seems pretty stabilized and our
6 kids (4 married) have given
us 11 grandchildren. Can't complain about that, except at
Christmas time! Ha ve been
retired now for almost 8 years
and enjoyed every minute of it.
Again I want to extend my
thanks to you and your wife for
being a big factor in keeping
this outfit together. Have a
wonderful 1986.
9th Med Bn Co C

FRANK CUCCHIARA
71-20 68th St.
Glendale. N.Y: 11385
I enjoy read'ing the Octofoil.
I'm still hanging in, going on 71
with a few aches and pains but I
can live with them. Most of all
I want to say "hello" to th~
guys of the good old 9th division.
60th Inf Co L 3rd Pit

KENNETH POWELL
Box 1251
Sweetwater, Tx. 79556
Kenneth would like to hear
from anyone who was ever in
the 9th.

39th Inf I Co

EDWARD KONESKI
303 Royersford Rd
Royersford, Pa. 19468
I would like to take this opportunity to say that the reunions are very special to us.
We have met many new friends
through the 9th division. As of
this time I have not met anyone
from my original company. We
had so many replacements it
was hard to remember names.
The reunion in Orlando was enjoyed by our grandchildren,
Matthew and Rachel. We also
enjoyed the reunion and commend the people that made all
of the arrangements. My son
and I played golf and that was
an experience, we learned not
to retrieve your ball in the high
grass. We plan to go to
Nashville and look forward to
seeing everyone then.
M.P.'s

EDWARD J. MORKYS
201 Moran St.
Wa terbury, Ct. 06704
It is a very sad occasion for
me to inform the Members of
the 9th Division of the passing
of one of our members. A.
Stewart Harvey was a member
of the 9th Div. M.P. Platoon
from England to his discharge
from the service. His lovely
wife Catherine called me on
Dec. 26 and informed me that
Stewart passed on during the
night. He had not been ill.
You may remember him as
the RED HEAD who dyed the
webbing of the M.P. a lovely
shade of Green. This was done
while we were in England.
Stewart and I kept in touch
and visited each other on
numerous occasions. The last
was to go to Worcester, Mass.
This was in 1984. We were to go
last year but I failed to contact
Stewart and we missed out.
I am verv sorry to see an old
and trusted friend depart.

47th Inf E Co

THOMAS J. SHAW
Box 82034
Tampa, Fl. 33682
Enclosed check for dues as I
would not want to miss my Octofoil for any thing. I misse'd the
reunion this summer in Orlando
and it sure made me feel sad. I
have been wanting to attend a
reunion but it seems something
always happens. This time I
was in the V.A. hospital in Tampa having my left kidney
removed and at the same time
they found a tumor between my
right kidney and bladder. I only
had a little time to recoup
before the next surgery. The
doctor really opened me up this
time to make sure all the
cancer was removed. He said
I'll be fine now and all the
cancer was removed. It was a
long time from June until 2
weeks before Christmas before
I got back home. I'm getting
better all the time and hope to
do a little fishing come spring.
I f you get to print this, some of
you men from the Old Fort
Bragg days drop me a line
when you find time. Good
health and luck to all men of the
9th.
376th AAA AW Bn Btrv C 2nd
Pit
.

ANTHONY TERRASI
34 Montgomety St.
Shelton, Ct. 06484
I hope you will insert this in
the next issue of the Octofoil.
My hope is some of myoId buddies will see this and get in
touch with me. We joined the
9th in England and went all the
way to the Elbe River. A finer
outfit never existed than the 9th
division. I've never attended
any reunions but hope to in the
future. Most of our battery
were from N.Y., N.J. and New
England. Maybe I could get
some responses and get a mini
reunion going before we all get
too old.
47th Inf K Co
JOHN A. MRUGALA
Box 12 Rd #1
Barnesboro, Pa. 15714
Enclosed find money for trip
tickets. We had a wonderful
time at Worcester, it was our
first trip. I am only sorry we
could not have made it sooner.
Weare planning to be there this
year again, God willing. The
Military Book Club has 2 good
books out. They are titled
"Death of a Nazi Army The
Falaise Pocket" and "Hitler's
Fortress Cherbourg the Conquest of a Bastion". They are
both written by William B.
Breuer and have about the 9th
division in them. The one on
Cherbourg is almost all about
the 9th. The other book the
author had dedicated to the
memory of Col. Harry "Paddy"
Flint. Excellent reading
material! Hope to see all of you
K Co buddies in Nashville.
60th Inf M Co

CARLTON CHEW
3436 Green Hill Dr.
High Point, N.C. 27260
Look forward to receiving the
Octofoil and reading about
others that I was with but did
not know. Had a pleasant visit
with Bob and Marge Bovanizer
on their way to Florida. They
spent the night with us as we
were both in M Co h2d that
feeling of knowing ~ach other
as we served together. Thanks
for the job you are doing.
9th Med. Bn Co. C

WESLEY ROACH
Rt. 5 Box 359-2
Danville, Va. 24540
I enjoy reading the Octofoil.
One thing I love most is attending our reunion Co. C, 9th Med.
Bn. Wonderful time. Our next
meeting is a t Nashville. Hope to.;
be able to attend. Good luck and
health to all men of the 9th.

34th FA Hq. Btry
BOB TURNER
6 Munroe Ave.
Woburn, Ma. 01801
Enclosed find dues and some"
thing for the Memorial Fund. I
was an early member after the
va~, but with work, family etc.,
kmd of lost interest. After
meeting Gil Pernokas, 3 years
ago, I rejoined the Association
a nd read each issue word for
word, especially letters from
members of myoId outfit. I can
picture most of them as if it
were yesterday! Missed last 2
reunions due to family weddings but hope to make Nashville.

Hq. Btry 60th FA Bn
DAVID ELWAY
4221 EI Rancho Dr.
Allison Park, Pa. 15101
I am enclosing dues for the
next 3 years and hope I am
around to pay my dues again
for 3 more years after that.
Hope all members are in good
health and have a happy,
healthy and prosperous New
Year. Do hope Fr. Connors is
feeling better by now. Keep up
the good work and best regards
to all.
Div. Hq. G-3
JOHN E. DOOLEY
750 11th Ave. So.
Naples, Fl. 33940
I'm still recovering from a
hea~'t attack in Nov. 1984. Sorry
I mIssed the reunion, maybe I
can make Nashville. Hello to all
my buddies in G-3 forward.
47th Inf. Co. E

CHARLES TROCOLLI
1106 Chestnut St.
Woodbury Hts., N.J. 08097
Enclosed are my du~ and
something for the Memorial
Fund. Have been feeling fine
and this is my last week of work
as I will be 65 on Feb. 9. Will do
a little traveling, visit some of
the gang and try my hand at
making a nice garden. Regards
to all E Co. 47th and the best of
everything to you and yours.
:~9th

Inf. B Co.

IRV TERCHAK
2559 So. 90th St.
West Allis, Wi. 53227
It's the time of year to renew
my dues and of course a little
for the Memorial Fund which I
n~ver forget. I'm enjoying my
wmter here in San Diego, away
from the cold and ice of Wisconsin. My best to all the grea t
guys from Co. B 39th Inf. Hope
to see all the guys at our mini
reunion in Newark, N.Y. in
June, and Gods blessing to all.
15th Engrs. A Co.

ED RICKERT
4912 W 156th St.
Oak Forst, Ill. 60452
Time sure flies by. The hair
get grayer and thinner, the ole
flesh is willing but the bones
don't want to cooperate. The
Octofoil is great.
15 Engrs, A Co

WILLIAM G. ROBEY, JR.
1005 Elkhart St.
Oxon Hill, Md. 20745
Enclosed is my life membership dues. This will avoid red
ink on the Octofoil. I am trying
to organize a charter bus to
Nashville in June from the
Washington, D.C. & Baltimore
area. I would like to see if you
can generate any response by
mentioning this in the Octofoil.
We would be happy to include
anyone fro the Delaware
Valley-Philadelphia Chapter
and could arrange to stop in
Fayetteville if anyone there
. wanted to go.

June 26-28
Reunion in Na.~h\'ille

39th Inf K Co

C.F. BLANKENSHIP, SR.
2715 Dorset Rd.
Richmond, Va. 23234
Would like to say the very
first thing, Thank God I wrote
tha t first letter to the Octofoil!
The response has been terrific.
To date I have received letters
or cards from eight men from
39th, K Co 1st Platoon. Two of
them were actually from my
squad. Maybe some of you will
know some of these others: Lee
Lowery, Bill Nelson, George
Gordon, and Frank Torino.
Thanks a million you guys.
Torino even drove down here
from New Haven, Conn. to see
.me just before the Christmas
holidays and we really relived
the past for awhile. Keep the
cards and letters coming
fellows and I promise you I will
try to answer them all.
I sure hope I can make the
reunion in Nashville this June.
Sure looking forward to
meeting all the fellows who
have been nice enough to write
to me and seeing them in person and hopefully put some of
the names to the faces. It has
been a long time and age and
years make the memory fade.
Hope all of you can make it.
Would sure like to see a big
. group from K Co., 39th.
That's all for this time. Best
thing I ever did was write to the
Octofoil. Don't want to be a hog
about the letters to Mail Call so
if you don't have space h~ld
mine and give some of the other
guys a chance.
WILL BE CHECKING MY
MAILBOX!
60th Inf. K & Hq. Co., 3rd Bn.
JOSEPH RAPPAZINI
24001 Sherman Ave.
Oak Park, Mi. 48237
There aren't many days that
go by without some reflection
on the days spent in the 9th, the
hours shared with buddies, and
the events that influenced and
to a great degree, molded their
lives. Those pages are not to be
forgotten. For, you see,
The days were daubed with
trials
As journeys mounted mile
on mile.
The hours took men far from
home,
Though there was some
freedom for each to roam.
Ships that sailed and planes
that flew
Took men to places they
never knew.
The shores of home were left
behind;
None knew what it was thev
.
would find.
When the distant traveling
was done
'Twas found then, the war
had just begun.
Envisioned not were the
anguish and pain
Which every heart and sould
did strain.
But out of this there grew
and grew
The strongest bonds man
ever knew.
The daily menu was life or
death,
But in either case hearts
were met
To last beyond the longes t
day
When all will meet and
gratefully pray;
"Thank you Lord for the
five buddies I made.
Please lead us, Sir, in this
greatest parade!"
84th FA B Btry

NICK LABECKI
251 Millers Ln.
Lower Burrell, Pa. 15068
Please renew my membership for 3 years. Keep up the
good work with the Octofoil. I
wouldn't miss it for the world.
Keeps me up to date with the
best guys I have worked with.

1986
The deadline for the. next issue will be April 20th.

JOHN CLOUSER
1088 NO CIRCLE DRIVE
CRYSTAL RIVER, FL ~2629

THE OCTOFOll
60th Inf

MRS. GEORGE W. SMYTHE
6200 Oregon Ave. NW NO. 278
Washington, D.C. 20015
In the May-June-Julv issue of
the Octofoii, I read a~ letter in
the mail call from a 47th Inf
fellow for a request for a picture of my husband, Gen.
George Smythe. I have several
pictures of him on hand if
anyone wishes same.
47th Infantry M Co.

JOHN C. DE SEPIO
159 Main Street
Apt. D 22
So. Bound Brook. N..J. mm~()
I really enjoyed reading
Jerry Phillips book on Heavy
Weapons.
.
Now I know wha t I missed bv
being captured at El Guettar.~
There were three of us captured. Myself, Joe Farrell and
the third one I just can't place
him. Would like to know if
anyone has Farrell's address.
Would like to get in touch with
him. Farrell was sent to Germany and they kept me in Italy.
Making plans and hoping to
make the reunion in Nashville.
I am sure there will be men
from "M. Co 47th Inf."
See you all at Nashville.
15 Engrs A Co.

JAMES G. DE LEO
27 Hollis Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
Enclosed please find my
check for 1986, 1987 and 1988
dues: well worth the money.
My brother, Tony, and" our
wives, had a very good time at
the Lake Placid Reunion. I
thoroughly enjoy seeing and
reading my "old buddies" and
the other fine men who fought
in World War II.
I am verv sorry to hear about
the death ~f Father Connors. He
was a brave Chaplain and of
great service to countle<;s men.
Keep up the good work in
communicating with us through
your paper.
Hq's Div Arty

NICHOLAS DI MELLA
110 Laurel St.
Malden, Ma 02148
I met a man who noticed the
insignia on my 9th Division Hat.
He asked a lot of questions
a bout the Ninth and in the
course of our conversation he
told me his fa ther was a
member of Company K' 47th Infantry. His name was John
Meehan. He informed me tha t
his father was killed in Belgium
and is buried in Henri Chappele
Cemetery, Belgium. The
reason for my writing this letter is that he would like to purchase a hat for himself and his
brother. If you would wTite and
tell him how he can purchase a
hat I would appreciate it very
much. His nalite and address i~
John Meehan. 44 Walcoott
Valley Drive, Hopkinton. Ma
01748.
9th Signal

NEWELL Al\TIERSON
Box 442
China Grove. N.C. 28023
How about a 9th Signal Co.
reunion in 1986 or 1987? I have
records and files on about 80
members. John Simmons
started this project after WW2.
but due to age and poor health
he asked me to take over. If anv
former member has any not~s
or information about members.
please call or write me. I would
like to know how you former
members feel about this. I have
only been a member of the
association a short time, but I
sure enjoy the Octofoilpaper.

:14th FA Btrv C

WILLIAM DOTZERT
311 W. 10th St.
Beardstown. Ill. 62618
I enjoy reading the Octofoil
and wish more men from the
34th would write letters to Mail
Call. I also would like to go to
the reunion but do not like to
come by myself. Have trouble
finding a veteran around here
that will come along. The visit
to Grand Old Opry would be
mighty
interesting
to
everybody. I was 80 years
young on Oct. 29. 1985 and still
feel good and figure on raising a
few melons. sweet potatoes and
garden this year. I don't like the
idea of so many foreigners owning land in the USA.
:~9th

Inf 1st Bn

CHARLES SCHEFFEL
8620 N. Glenwood Ave.
Oklahoma City, Ok. 73114
Thought you might be interested about this, if you are
not already aware; it might be
of interest to some if noted in
the Octofoil.
A book by the name of "Death
of A Nazi Army" has been
published which is "Dedicated
to the memory of Colonel Harry
A. "Paddy" Flint, killed in ac··
tion while ahead of his front
lines during the Normandy
breakout.
Indom ita b Ie.
courageous, beloved by his
men. a symbol of the American
soldier's fighting spirit."
The book is published by
STEIN AND DAY. Sca~
borough House, Briarcliff
Manor. NY 10510. The author is
a William B. Breuer. who was a
twenty-year-old mortar platoon
sergeant, landed with the first
assault wave on D-Day. He
wTites a good history, the 9th
Division is well detailed. Anv
history buff would find it i~
teresting.
Ross Manley and I are getting together in Seattle about
the first week in June. If anyone
in the Seattle area is interested.
maybe several of us could get
together for a short beer and
long tales.
Lt. Frances Nolan, C Co..
39th, is in poor health in
Bellevue near St. Louis. Lt.
"Smiley" Stan. Downs lives in
Midland, Tx., also C Co. Lt.
Jack Bivins, A of 39th. lives in
Burbank. CA. Capt. Jack
Dunlap (Ret. Col.) lives in
Hesperia. CA.: some of the
guys I've seen or heard from
lately.
Hope some of the garbage
will help fill Octofoil that vou
ha ve done so m uch ~ in
publishing.
9th Diy. Hq. Co.

JOHN BRANDI
400 Buckeve St.
Tiltonsvilie. Ohio 43963
Hope you and your family are
well. My wife and I are still in
good condition. I'm working
part time. my customers won·t
let me quit~ We haven't made
the last 5 reunions due to other
plans. but hope that we will be
a ble to attend the next one. Best
wishes to all our friends.
:~9th

Co. B

JOHN BAUMAN
3331 N. Natchez Ave.
Chicago. Ill. 60634
Have just finished reading
. 'Battle of the Huertgen
Forest" and "Hello, I'm Lindsey Nelson". Both of these
books are excellent reading
material for men of the 9th.
Enclosed find dues.

OTTO KOCH. JR.
4091 Countrvside Dr
Columbus, Ga 319<)"1
The New York Chapter did a
fi n~ thing to dona te a copy of
"EIght Stars" to Hofstra
University. All of us should
follow this example. Many of us
have war trophies that a~re important to us that too often end
up in yard or estate sales. I
have found old books covering
the Indian Wars. the Civil war
and others for li We or nothing.
They meant something to those
who kept them so long only to
be sold for nothing or to be
recycled. My appeal is. before
it is too late. to donate 'lour
trophies to a reputable lib~ary
or museum or sell them to a collector. Don·t consign them to a
dump. Cot1slder contaNing th("
!\ational Infantry Museum at
Fort Benning. G;. As a life long
infantryman, I suggest Benning
but there are others. Knox. Sill.
War College. etc. That's mv
message. For those who are i~
terested. I joined the 60th in
Dec. 1940 a~ C.O. Co C at Ft.
Bragg. S-l 60th Inf Dec. 6. 1941.
S-3 60th. Bn CO & XO 1st Bn
60th. Prior to DDay was assigned as Asst. G-3 V Corp. Served
until VE day and then to First
Army G-3 sect for the invasion
of Japan. After the war attended the Air War College, Army
War College. served on the A;my General Staff for 2 tours,
etc. Jane and I have manv fine
memories of the 60th. Ble~s you
all.
(lOth Inf Cannon Co

CHARLES O'CONNOR
APDO #573
San Miguel de Allende
Guanajuato. Mexico 37700
My fondest regards to 'lOU
and the rest of the boys. Sin~e I
retirerl from U.S. Customs in
1974. I haven·t seen much of
New York. having lived in
various parts of the world and
then finally settling here. I did
manage to make a few reunions. the last one in Fayetteville. Bill Martin. my can~on
company buddy from N.C. kept
me in touch over the years.
Now that I seem to be digging
in. I'd like to receive my mail
here. There is one guy I would
travel around the world to see
and that is Addison Cory.
47th Inf M. Co

WILTON TAYLOR
Stop 6 Star Rte.
McKittrick, Ca. 93251
I wrote a letter of sympathy
to the commanding officer of
Ft. Campbell. Ky. telling him
how the lOlst Airborne took our
barracks in Oct. 1947 when we
left to go to the European
thea tel' of war and how we met
again in England when we ate a
nice supper they prepared and
we took their billets there. Here
is the answer the CO of Ft.
Campbell \\Tote me and for the
9th also: "As Commanding
General of the 101st and for
every soldier and their families
that serve and live here, we
thank you for your kind expression of sympathy and prayer.
We are devastated by the tragic
loss of our soldiers. The onlv
solace we can take is that if ;
soldier has to die. it should be in
the service of his country. doing
a tough and important mission.
and it should be with his fellow
soldiers. This is how it was.
Please be assured tha t the
Screaming Eagles of the lOlst
Airborne division appreciate
your thoughtful condolence.
Thank you for taking the time
.to share your feelings. God
bless you." Burton D. Patrick.
Maj. Gen. USA

th'e deadline for the.next issue will be April 20th.
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DUES ARE DUE
WILHELMINA HOLM
221 Albert St.
Chippewa Fs., WI 54729
Recently I read an article
regarding War II veterans of
the "Old Reliables" Ninth Infantry Division.
My husband, Harold O. Holm
(recently deceased) was a
member of the Ninth Division
39th Infantry and I wanted you
to know I thought of all v'our
division went through dU'ring
the period 1941-45 and felt said
that Harold could not see anv of
his old buddies - but I think of
them and have the book thev
published around 1942 befor~
they went overseas to Africa
Sicily etc.
.
Good luck on your reunion
june 26 - 28th.
fiOth Inf :VI CO

H.F. STANSELL
217 River Beach Dr.
Ormond Beach. Fl. 32074
May each and everyone enjoy
the best New Year ever. I
thoroughly enjoy the Octofoil
a nd read every word. mail call
is the best part. I would like to
encourage all 60th M Co men to
send in their reservations for
our mini reunion. It is to be held
at the Holiday Inn. Sheffield.
Ala .. June 23, 24 and 25. Curtis
and Carolyn Buchanan will be
hosting this affair. It promises
to be a great reunion. We
already have reservations for
27 men and 25 wives. also others
that have said they would be
there. For you that have never
been to our mini reunion before.
you don't know what you are
missing. If any of you have pictures taken overseas or at the
past mini reunions. please
bring them for all of us to see.
See you in June at Sheffield.
Ala.
fJOth Inf. Co. L

BOB BURKY
#8 Whispering Meadows
Joshua. Tx. 76058
Am still searching for men of
Co. L. In reading each copy of
the Getofoi!, I notice quite a few
old reliables do not sav what
company they were i~ when
they write to Mail Call. If thev
would say what company they
were in a lot of us old boys could
contact each other a lot better.
Just a suggestion. I hope to see
some Co. L fellows at Nashville.
God bless and good luck to all
9th division people.

liOth Inf

LES RONAY
19709 Ventura Blvd.
\Voodland Hills, Ca 91364
Been meaning to write for the
past few weeks and as usual
something al ways p01Js up and I
forget. guess we are now in the
forgetting stage.
Hope this letter finds vou and
Marie in good health a'nd tha t
you are enjoying your retirement days.
Was back in Florida between
the 13th and 21st of December,
we, Penny, I and the kids went
on a seven day cruise. Song of
l'Jorway, we had a ball and enjoyed everything but the
\veather in Florida. was brisk
and chilly. of course yOU would
have appreciated that weather.
but not us.
Came across a former
member of our Medical Detachment and it was a very pleasant
visit. in fact I arrived in Florida
a day ahead so that I can spend
the time with him. we really
had a very pleasant visit. I ra~
across his article in the Octofoil. it's nice to see sonte of
the late comers. maybe more
will show up in 86. "
Once again. our very best
regards to you both and to all
you come across in vour
travels.
.
:;~)th

Inf C Co

CARLOS WARD
10280 Eaton Pk.
New Lebanon. Ohio 45345
Just a few lines to let yOU
knov: hO\v much my wife a~d I
en.ioyed the 40th r~union. This
was our first and the good Lord
willing we will be at others. We
are looking forward to this one
in Nashville. I'm retired from
General Motors and have time
to travel so hope to see a lot of
men from C Co. Come on guys
and let's make this a good
group in Nashville.
{loth In f. :\ Co.

DENNETH FINCH
3809 Valley Vista
Bakersfield. Ca. 93309
A few lines to let vou know
that my address will 'be changed very soon. I lost my wife last
August and I am going to R.V. it
full time. I will stop by and see
some of myoId buddies and
friends along the \vay. I will trv
to make the reunion'this year:

When was the last time you wrote a letter to our Mail Call
Column? Just a postal card would denote your intert'st
and let some buddy know where you are. You like to read
what other members send in ... why not do your own
part and write a few lines now and .then for their enjoyment.

